VPR – Faculty Development
Increasing PI competitiveness for research success

Seminars and Panel Discussions
- Coming soon: Writing to the Review – NSF/NID: November 15, 2017
- Funding my Research
- DoD “Ask us Anything” Panel
- What works and what doesn’t? - increasing collaboration in Mexico: MOUs, visas, and other issues related to international research
- Time drains and how to conquer them: Data Management, institutional compliance (IRB, IACUC, IBC)
- NSF CAREER "Ask us Anything" Panel – Spring 2018
- Post-doc Mentoring: strategies to increase staff productivity and buy-in
- Researcher as Entrepreneur: overcoming institutional hurdles -from idea to product

Mentor Pairing
Connecting prior awardees with new applicants

Emerging Needs
- ConTex: PhD, postdoctoral fellowships (3/16/18); collaborative research grants (2/16/18)
- UTAMI: University of Texas at Austin-Mexico Institute

Research Solutions
- Broader impacts
- Grant FAQs

Postdoctoral Office
Resources for effective postdocs

Research Development Portfolio
VPR Initiatives: Pop-Up Institutes, Bridging Barriers
PI Book: what every PI should know and where to find it
Grant Support and Research Administration
- Large, multidisciplinary grant proposal support: establishing strategies and facilitate logistical support.
- Advise on best practices for pursuing and executing research awards

Funding your Research
- VPR administered grants
- Limited Submissions
- Open Calls
- PIVOT: coming late Fall 2017

Research Development: https://research.utexas.edu/resources/research-development/
Faculty Development: https://research.utexas.edu/resources/research-development/faculty-development/
Liza Scarborough, Director of Faculty Development: liza@austin.utexas.edu
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